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I doaq want to give you an evaluation of it because I can't, really. But I have thought of another ap:proaoh. 
I think it should probably await 'tat next steps we take, which can make a very big difference. 
When I can I'll be making a list of whet we got from them and how much is on Bud. 
I think that with all the relevant files they had giving us so vast a proportion on him will make clear that there is deliberate mischief, a virtual conspiracy to commit mischief. 
I do not think you should ignore the possibility that this at least in part is aimed at boa. 
The way around this is to see Green in chamber° and Out it to her directly, this 1.1 what we get, tcis is how much there is on Bud,- and I have enough to be of Riga 	on Atlanta now. 
I've bean alert to what may be again& There is incompleteness in what we just received. When I can find the time I'll do the same thing with the earlier leap-than-compliance and I'll be putting them all together. We may still find and I'm sure we will find inconpleteneas. I am sure we do not have delladeer on her checking of Bud end the committee, for an obvious example. We do not have attachments mentioned, I'm sure. 
lb, until, 	comply you have no immediate problem. 
You cenet be irresponsible on a matter of this nature. 
meanwhile, I think it would be a go)d idea to make en extra set of what we received in tote from Civil Rights. With the new batoh I'd like you to have a set of copies for a while because of what I think Imey be able to get done with the originals. If I do not have the'originals of the first batch, that,too. I can gave them back after a while. There is a special need for whateire our orieinals, our clearest copies. 
If you have to do any copying . and please do not di any special copying, I would like an extra of the tee Outside Contact and of all those on Mcmillan, as I think you also should, to have 'I% separate file on them. (They also are no complete.) 
on the Lee one we may need more. Please mike as many as yitu'd need if you gse it in a harry as an attachment and a couple of extra ones. The cost of doing it is much less than the cost of having to do it in a hurry. 
I did understand you on Callahan tonight or today. I felt it best not to be more specific or at all inquisitive. We'll have to wait and see what it really is. This one is sure to come out. 
On Gorge's offier of Rey bank records, while I think you may have the answer, I'll take this up with Jerry when I have to write him again* I'm sure none of them gave 102-,perges-uwaskde a had mistake en that one: wit ieemough'terleina-aeitwith and I'm 	. . 

not-giving it to new counsel, whatever it may be.So I also think it best to avoid putting the specifics in the record unleac you consider it really necessary, hy hunch is that I'Ve gotten through to Jerry same: for him to be awaiting The Word, 
The time situation is bad but all but one of the others are very good. 

	beat, 


